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Abstract—This paper focuses on methodology to quantify
uncertainty in measurements obtained from Intelligent
Electronic Devices (IED). IEDs have emerged in distribution
systems as a prevalent source of measurements in monitoring
and protection, as well as for different kinds of applications
beyond IED’s primary purposes. These measurement devices
are installed across a system, from substations down to the
customer locations, and provide measurements of a wide array
of quantities. We report how IED measurements respond to
external disturbances, which may lead to possible accuracy
impacts in various applications. The example used to illustrate
the approach is highly accurate fault location in distribution
systems based on voltage sag measurements.
Index Terms—Fault location, Intelligent Electronic Device,
measurement uncertainty, measurement units, smart grids.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy’s initiative “GRID 2030”
[1] has demonstrated a vision for the future modernization of
power systems. Kezunovic et al. [2] have described the
innovation process in the near future, which will require
variations in the architecture and components of the current
power grid, where Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) are
one of the essential components for monitoring and protection.
To date a wide variety of IEDs have become available and
fielded. Some IEDs are performing waveform sampling in
support of their primary applications (digital relays, digital
fault recorder) [3]-[5], while others provide synchronized
measurements in support of other applications (synchrophasor
IEDs) [6]-[10]. Furthermore, some devices provide energy
measurements and power quality indicators (smart meters and
power quality meters) [11]-[14]. Fault location using IEDs
plays a critical role in distribution systems for outage
management and service restoration. For voltage sag based
fault location [15]-[20] using data from variety of IEDs may in
some cases have an advantage of detecting accurate fault
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location by matching the voltage measurements, while
impedance-based methods may provide multiple ambiguous
estimations [21]-[24].
As an example, voltage sag based fault location methods
require accurate voltage measurements from the
corresponding IEDs. Therefore, how the performance of IEDs
varies with external disturbances becomes critical for accurate
estimations [25], [26]. In this paper, we have characterized the
uncertainty in measurements of a commercial IED product in
order to validate its use for voltage sag based fault location.
The device was tested in the Relay Testing Laboratory of
Smart Grid Center, Texas Engineering Experiment Station
(TEES). The tests were aimed at determining the parameters
of measurement error under given fault scenario simulations.
II.

PREPARATION FOR TESTING

A. Requirements of IEDs used for Fault Location
Measurements
As an important factor contributing to the accuracy of fault
location, the characteristics of measurement error was
determined by testing the IED product. Two characteristics of
IED data were explored during the testing: quality (accuracy),
and availability (how frequently the data is collected, the
length of recording, etc.).
B. Test Signal Model
The test signal model describes the test waveforms. The
steady-state signal model used in tests is
x(t ) =

∑ A cos(2πkf t + ϕ
k

1

k)+

Ar ⋅ r (t ) ,

(1)

k =0

where k is the order of harmonic, Ak is the amplitude of kth
harmonic, ϕ k is the initial angle, f1 is the fundamental
frequency, Ar is the amplitude of random noise, and r(t) is the

function generating random numbers from a normal
distribution with μ=0 and σ =1.
C. Test Scenarios
The test scenarios shown in Table I include those for
amplitude change, phase angle change, frequency change, and
harmonic interference. The objective is to validate error in
phasor amplitude and angle. Each scenario described in Table
I has been replicated 10 times.
The reference conditions of Table I are
⎧V , k = 1
⎧I , k = 1
, Ak _ current = ⎨ N
,
Ak _ voltage = ⎨ N
⎩ 0, k ≠ 1
⎩ 0, k ≠ 1
[ϕ1A ,ϕ1B ,ϕ1C ] = [0,−2π / 3,2π / 3] , Ar = 0, VN = 100 V, and IN = 1
A under 100% rated secondary value, constant phase, and
nominal frequency.
D. Validating Quantities
In the steady state test scenarios the mean and variance of
measurement error was calculated and we demonstrate the
process using voltage amplitude. The error in test scenario i is
defined as

errorVamp.i =
where Vmeas.i

Vmeas.i − Vref .i
VN

,

(2)

is the measurement value from IED to

secondary voltages, Vref .i is the reference voltage, and V N
is the secondary-based voltage. Then the mean Mean e _ Vamp
and the variance Vare _ Vamp of error can be computed as
N Meas

∑ error

Vamp.i

Meane _ Vamp =
TABLE I.
Varying Quantity
Name
Line Voltage
Amplitude
Phase Current
Amplitude
Phase-to-Phase
Voltage Angle
Difference
Line Voltage
Amplitude

i =1

N Meas

,

(3)

Varying
Range

StepLength

3 Ak _ voltage

0 – 120%

10%

Ak _ current

0 – 500%

50%

ϕ1A − ϕ1B ,
ϕ1B − ϕ1C ,
and ϕ1C − ϕ1A

π / 6 – 2π / 3

π/6

0 – 120%

10%

3 Ak _ voltage

∑ error
(

Vare _ Vamp =

Vamp.i

− Meane _ Vamp.i ) 2

i =1

N Meas

Phase-to-Phase Current
Angle difference

ϕ1A − ϕ1B ,
ϕ1B − ϕ1C ,
and ϕ1C − ϕ1A

π / 6 – 2π / 3

π/6

Frequency

f1

59 – 61 Hz

0.5 Hz

Harmonics Amplitude

Ak, k = 3, 5, 9

5% and 10%

5%

,

(4)

where N Meas is the number of measurement samples.
Errors in current amplitude measurements were calculated
using the same formulations (2)-(4) by changing the voltage
quantities to current quantities. This also applies to voltage
and current angle measurements.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION OF LAB TEST

A. Laboratory Setup
The hardware setup procedure is shown in Fig. 1. Test
waveforms were generated and sent to analog signal amplifier
via Input/Output (I/O) box and Digital/Analog (D/A)
converter by Relay Assistant [27]; the Analog Signal
Amplifier generates analog waveforms based on its input and
sends them to the IED; amplitude measurements were read
directly from IED’s front panel screen; angle measurements
were recorded by manually triggering the disturbance
recording function, and retrieved from the disturbance reports.
The Techron 7780 Standard 3-phase Voltage/Current
Multi-Amplifier System [28] from AE Techron was used as a
signal amplifier set. After calibration, errors in output
amplitudes ere within 0.1% rms, and errors in phase angle
differences between outputs were within 0.5 degrees.
While performing laboratory experiments the amplitudes
and reference quantities were obtained using the Fluke 8010A
multimeter. When testing the angle, waveforms were captured
by a Tektronix TDS 320 oscilloscope and the angle difference
between two phases was calculated from time delays between
zero-crossing points on two waveforms by

Angleph1 _ ph 2
= 360 ⋅ (Tzero−cros sin g , ph2 − Tzero−cros sin g , ph1 ) ⋅ f 0

SENARIOS FOR STEADY-STATE TEST
Varying Quantity
Variable

N Meas

,

(4)

where Angle ph1 _ ph 2 is the angle difference in degrees
between phase 1 and phase 2 (1 and 2 being A, B or C),
Tzero − cros sin g , ph 2 − Tzero − cros sin g , ph1 is the time delay between

Figure 1: Hardware setup.

zero-crossing points on two waveforms, and f 0 is the
fundamental frequency 60 Hz.
To analyze current waveforms the analog current signals
were scaled down and converted to a voltage signal using a
Jamb CT201T accurate current transformer, before connecting
to the oscilloscope. To analyze voltage waveforms, 10:1
probes were applied to scale the voltage signals down before
the oscilloscope sampled the signals.
B. Acquisition of Phasor Measurements from IED
Steady state signals lasting three seconds were sent to the
IED and the reference measurement devices. Values were
acquired in the middle of the signal generating process, when
readings from IED and reference measurement devices were
stable.
Values were read from the IED front panel screen. Angle
measurements were retrieved from disturbance reports
(example shown in Fig. 2). Recording of disturbances was
triggered manually. In the meantime, the oscilloscope was
triggered at the beginning of the test to produce reference
measurement of angle difference between two phases.
C. Pre-processing of Data
All of the recorded data was converted to secondary
quantities and compared to the readings from the reference
measurement devices. For instance, when analyzing results
from voltage amplitude tests, values from IED were first
converted to secondary voltages using
Vmeas _ sec =

Vmeas _ prim ⋅ VN _ sec
VN _ prim

,

(5)

where the quantities with subscript of sec are secondary
values, the quantities with subscript prim are primary values,
and VN means rated voltage on the primary or secondary side
of the measurement transformer. Note that conversion of
current measurements is similar to conversion of voltage
measurements. Since line voltages (phase-to-phase voltage)
were recorded, when calculating error using (2),

3V N _ ph

was used as the rated line voltage.
When processing the results from angle tests, the angle
differences between two phases were calculated from phase
angles using the disturbance reports.

IV.

IED SETUP AND TEST PROCEDURE

The IED supports two measurement modes: RMS and
DFT. The DFT algorithm filters out harmonics while the
RMS method does not suppress harmonics. IED
characterization includes harmonics and frequency tests
which are affected by the measurement mode. The DFT mode
was chosen in this study. Since the voltage sag based fault
location algorithm requires a change in voltage amplitudes
we used the DFT in order to filter out the harmonics.
A general procedure for performing the laboratory tests
can be summarized as follows.
1. Calibrate amplifiers;
2. Generate test signals according to Table 1-3 using Relay
Assistant;
3. Calibrate signals in Relay Assistant and send the calibrated
signals to signal amplifier;
4. Record measurement values from IED and from reference
measurement devices;
5. Move to next scenario and repeat the process.
V.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Results from IED that characterized the mean quantities of
the signal were shown in Fig. 3. Table II provides the data of
Vab in Fig. 3(a) as an example of test results (due to the space
limits we cannot show all of them). Below is a summary of the
observations.
1. Both voltage and current amplitude measurements produced
very stable outputs during repeated tests, with very low
variance. Offsets in both voltage and current amplitude
measurements show a negative correlation with the
amplitude of test signals. The errors show a linear pattern,
suggesting that with proper settings of the amplitude
correction factors, most of the error can be eliminated.
2. No obvious impacts of frequency and harmonics have been
observed during tests of amplitude measurements.
3. Errors in angle measurements were not as stable as those in
amplitude measurements, but the mean error in phase angle
differences never exceeded ±5°; the largest absolute error
detected was 8.6°.
4. No clear pattern in the angle difference errors, frequency or
harmonics in the test waveforms was observed. The errors
in angle differences may be related to the calculated phase
angles, or the inception angles of the phasor calculation
TABLE II.
DATA OF VAB IN FIG. 3(A): ERRORS IN LINE VOLTAGE
AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENTS TO THE AMPLITUDE OF TEST SIGNAL

Figure 2: Phasor information from disturbance report.

Amplitude (per unit)
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
1.1
1.2

Mean [%]
1.9E-02
-1.8E-01
-2.8E-01
-4.8E-01
-5.7E-01
-6.3E-01
-9.0E-01
-1.1E+00
-1.2E+00
-1.4E+00
-1.6E+00
-1.8E+00
-1.9E+00

Maximum [%]
3.0E-02
2.0E-01
3.3E-01
5.0E-01
6.7E-01
6.8E-01
9.1E-01
1.1E+00
1.2E+00
1.4E+00
1.6E+00
1.8E+00
2.0E+00

Variance
9.1E-09
6.6E-09
2.3E-07
6.9E-08
1.1E-07
7.0E-08
9.0E-08
1.5E-08
2.0E-07
0.0E+00
2.4E-09
5.4E-09
1.9E-07

process when disturbance reports were generated.
Incidentally, the tests also reveal the constraint on using
the measurements from the given IED in scenarios where the
fault is cleared very quickly [29], [30]. The reporting
mechanism of the device is designed such that a new
measurement is reported when the accumulation of change
over time exceeds a threshold. Therefore, the shortest fault
duration for a during-fault measurement to be reported is 0.4
seconds under the most favorable settings and the most severe
fault condition (voltage at measurement point drops to zero).
Faults lasting less than 0.4 seconds would be interpreted as
transients by the IED and the during-fault phasor
measurements would be reported. In cases where faults are
cleared by protective devices in less than a cycle (sub-cycle
fault), employing fast and accurate phasor extraction
techniques is necessary [20].
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper makes several contributions:
• A commercial IED product has been tested extensively in
the lab to determine the parameters of measurement errors
for fault scenario simulations.
• The impact of disturbances on the amplitude and angle of
voltage and current measurements of IED was presented.
The results demonstrate the observations of two different
dimensions (as mentioned in Section II-A). The quality
was sufficiently precise. The availability depends on how
big the changes in amplitudes are and how long the duringfault period is.
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Figure 3: All the quantities are referred to the test signal, and the quantities of y-axis are referred to mean errors in the sub-figure descriptions; (a) line voltage
amplitude vs. line voltage amplitude; (b) line voltage amplitude vs. frequency; (c) line voltage amplitude vs. harmonic level; (d) phase voltage angle difference
vs. phase voltage angle difference; (e) phase voltage angle differences vs. frequency; (f) phase voltage angle difference vs. harmonic level; (g) phase current
amplitude vs. phase current amplitude; (h) phase current amplitude vs. frequency; (i) phase current amplitude vs. harmonic level; (j) phase current angle
difference vs. phase current angle difference; (k) phase current angle difference vs. frequency; (l) phase current angle difference vs. harmonic level.

